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Optimal Dynamic Design of Anthropomorphic Robot Module with 
Redundant Actuators 

Sang Heon Lee*, Byung-Ju Yi** and Yoon Keun Kwak*** 
(Received July 14, .1995) 

In this paper, a study on the optimal dynamic design for an anthropomorphic robot module 

with redundant actuators is performed. Musculoskeletal structure of human body is a typical 

example of redundantly actuated mechanism, and provides superior features than general 

robotic mechanisms. An anthropomorphic robot module that resembles the structure of human 

upper limb is introduced to utilize the advantages of redundant actuation system. Optimal 

dynamic design of the proposed robot  module tfiat follows optimal kinematic design is carried 

out to maximize the advantages. Five design indices are introduced, which are associated with 

inertia matrix, inertia power array representing nonlinear terms and gravity terms of the 

dynamic modeling equation. A concept of composite design index based on max-rain principle 

of fuzzy theory is employed to deal with multi-criteria based design. As a result of dynamic 

optimization, a set of  dynamic parameters, representing optimal mass distribution of the 

manipulator is obtaind. It is shown that the dynamic optimization yields a notable enhancement 

in dynamic performances, as compared to the case of kinematic optimization only. 

Key Words: Redundant Actuation System, Dynamic Optimization, Dynamic Composite 

Design Index, Anthropomorphic Robot Module, Multi-criteria Based Design 

I. Introduction 

In the design of robot manipulators, kinematic 

optimization has been regarded as an important 

procedure to enhance operational performances 

of robot manipulator. Recently, dynamic perfor- 

mances have been considered as other significant 

design factors, and therefore optimal dynamic 

design is emphasized to achieve improvement of 

dynamic  performances. Youcef-Toumi and 

Asada (1987) suggested a design that the iner- 
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tial matrix becomes diagonal and/or  invariant for 

an arbitrary arm configuration. Park and Cho 

(1991) proposed a redesign method and applied 

to PUMA 560 robot, and achieved a less 

configuration-variant and less nonlinear dynamic 

characteristics by simplifying the dynamic model. 

Singh and Rastegar (1992) suggested a concept, 

referred to as the global inertia ellipsoid that 

represents the global inertial characteristics of a 

manipulator.  They showed examples of optimal 

synthesis of manipulators based on the global 

inertia ellipsoid. 

In this study, optimal dynamic design of  an 

anthropomorphic robot module with redundant 

actuators is performed. Studies on redundant 

actuation system have been received much atten- 

tion since redundant actuation mode can provide 

several beneficial operations such as load sharing 

and internal load generation. 11n the previous 

work, it was shown that the redundantly actuated 

manipulator  is superior to the nonredundant ones 

in terms of several operational performances (Lee, 
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et. al., 1995). Figure 1 shows an anthropomorphic 

robot module resembling musculoskeletal struc- 

ture of the human upper limb. The robot module 

is redundantly actuated by translational actuators 

as the human upper limb. The kinematic optim- 

ization has been carried out with the same robot 

module in the previous work by the present 

authors (Lee, et. al., 1994). 
A dynamic optimization is addit ionally perfor- 

med for this module to maximize the enhance- 

ment of operational performances obtained by 

redundant actuation, following kinematic optim- 

ization. Five dynamic design indices associated 

with the dynamic model of  the robot manipulator  

are introduced. The indices are operational accel- 

eration, operational velocity and their gradients. 

They represent operational  velocity and accelera- 

tion capacity, gravity load magnitude on 

actuators and uniformity of distribution for the 

local design index over the workspace. To cope 

with the multi-criteria based optimal design, a 

concept of dynamic composite design index is 

employed. The dynamic composite design index is 

constructed by integrating the design indices into 

one value, based on max-min principle of fuzzy 

theory. A set of inertial parameters that represents 

optimal mass distribution of the links is obtained 

from the dynamic optimization result. The 

dynamically optimized manipulator  is compared 

with the kinematically optimized but dynamically 

nonoptimized one with respect to dynamic design 

indices and three operational  performances such 

as maximum load handling capacity, maximum 

hand velocity and maximum hand acceleration. 

The comparison results show that the dynamic 

optimization gives a notable enhancement of 

operational performances. Consequently, it is 

concluded that dynamic optimization is an 

another significant step to enhance the opera- 

tional performance, following kinematic optim- 

ization. 

2. Muscu loske le ta l  Structure of the 
H u m a n  Upper Limb 

A human arm consists of 29 muscles (Spence, 

1986), showing redundancy in actuation compar- 

ed to seven joint space freedoms and six opera- 

tional space freedoms. It is presumed that the 

human arm utilizes these abundant force redun- 

dancies to optimize several objectives. A planar 

two-segment abstraction of the upper limb (e.g., 

the forearm and arm) is illustrated in Fig. 2. In 

this conceptual model, the skeletal segments are 

considered to be rigid bodies and the muscles are 

each assumed to have a single point of origin and 

insertion. Two types of  biomechanical actuators 

are shown. The one is bi-articular muscle crossing 

two joints, and the other is mono-articular muscle 

crossing only one joint. 

In Fig. 1, each link corresponds to human 

skeleton and the translational actuators c o r r e -  

Fig. 1 Two degree-of-freedom anthropomorphic 
robot module Fig. 2 Two-segment model of the human upper limb 
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spond to bi-articular and mono-articular muscles. 

Hogan (1985) investigated the spring-like behav- 

ior for this module. Yi and Freeman (1991) 

developed a mathematical model of the spring- 

like property for this module. In this study, opti- 

mal distribution of inertial parameters of this 

robot module is investigated in order to enhance 

the overall operational performances. 

3. Kinematic/Dynamic Modeling 

A kinematic constraint-embedding procedure 

(Kang et. al., 1990) is employed for explicit 

dynamic modeling of general closed-loop type 

robot systems, in terms of a minimum coordinate 

set. Initially, the closed-loop type manipulator  is 

assumed to have an open-tree structure, and the 

open-chain dynamics can be directly incorporated 

into the closed-chain dynamics by using the prin- 

ciple of virtual work. 

3.1 Kinematic modeling 
]-'he whole joint  set of the system represented in 

kagrangian coordinate is given as ~bv, and the set 

of  actuated joints is defined as ffA which is the 

subset of ~e. For redundantly actuated closed- 

loop mechanisms, r will be represented as 

below. 

~bA = [ ~,~, ~b~] r (1) 

where ~o denotes the set of minimum coordinates 

and its dimension is the same as the kinematic 

degree-offieedom of the system, and ~b~ denotes 

the set of redundantly actuated joints. 

The velocity vector for the whole Lagrangian 

joints is related to the set of minimum coordinates 

a s  

4~==[ a2] ~ (2) 
where [Gj'] is the first-order Kinematic Influence 

Coefficient (KIC) representing the relationship 

between 4r~ and 4, .  The velocity vector at the 

end-effector ( t i )  is obtained by substituting the 

information of Eq. (2) into an open-chain 

kinematic relation, as 

a=[G" " .]@o (3) 
where [ (L~,] is the first-order KIC representing the 

relationship between ti and 4a. Reversely, 4a 

can be represented as a /'unction of ti. 

~ , = [ G , ~ ] a  [a,~] ~li (4) 

A force equilibrium equation between the force 

vector at the end-effector (V,) and the force vector 

at the minimum coordinates ( T  a) is given as 

"~ (1 T T~, -[O,] T,, (5) 

An acceleration vector at the set of minimum 

coordinates is obtained by differentiating Eq. (4) 

with respect to time. as 

'" �9 T " a ~o [G#] ii+ u [ H , , ] t i  (6) 

where [H,7,] is the second-order KIC representing 

the relationship between 40 and ti. defined as 

[ n,~,]== c?u([ Gg ]) (7) 

A force equilibrium equation between the force 

vector at the end-effector (T,,) and the force vector 

at the actuated joints (T~), can be represented as 

T,,= [ G;']IT, (8) 

where the first-order KIC representing the rela- 

tionship between 4A and ti is defined as 

[ Gb 4] = [  GA][ G~] (9) 

where [ G  q.~j is a subset of [GAP], defined in Eq. 
(2), and [G,~] is defined in Eq. (4). [GAI 7 is not 

t u j  

symmetric, since the dimension of TA is greater 

than T,,. so Ta has infinite solutions. TA of Eq, 

(10) is obtained in such a way that the 2-norm 

',1 T~ 11:~ is minimized 

TA = [ G#]'T,,= ([ Gh~] r) + 7~, (10) 

where [G#] ~ is defined as (Strang, 1980) 

[ GX]T=([ G~]T) + 
=[ G[)]([ G,~ ]7[ GA]) -~ (I 1) 

in this work, we employ the solution of Eq. 

(11) in the resolution of tbrce redundancies. 

3.2 Dynamic modeling 
A dynamic model at the set of minimum coor- 

dinates is given as 

To = [1",] 4"a + ~ 1 [P*(,,] 4a (12) 

where [L*(~] denotes the inertia matrix, and [p,*,~] 

denotes the inertia power array representing the 

effects of Coriolis force and centrifugal force. 
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In the dynamic optimization procedure, we 

employ a dynamic equation which relates T~ to /i 

and ti. The dynamic equation can be obtained by 

substituting Eqs. (4) and (6) into Eq. (12), as 

To = [ I$~] / /+  zi r [P,b~] u (13) 

where 

[I:~] [IYa][ G,f] (I4) 
p*  [ ,~,,~] = [ t : o ] o [ H ~ , . ]  

G,~Tp,  

[I~*~] represents the effect of /,/ upon T~, while 

[Po*o~] represents the effect of u upon the To. "~ 
of Eq. (15) denotes a generalized scalar dot 

product (Freeman and Tesar, 1988). 

Also, the dynamic model representing the rela- 

t ionship between the force vector at the actuated 

joints (TA) and the end-effector motion ( / /  and 

I2) is obtained by substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. 

(10), as 

a T TA=rG"lrTt AJ ,~ trG2]r[G,,] T~, 
= [ I G ] / / +  ti r[PG,,] U (16) 

where 

[ IL l  [G2]~rG,qTri ,  l _ r G < T r i ,  1 I_ UJ t a u J - - [  AJ [ auJ (17) 
[ P.'G,]=([ G2]r[ GS]T)o[ Pg,~,] 

=[G~]To[p.*~] (18) 

4. D y n a m i c  D e s i g n  Index  

Five design indices considered for the optimal 

dynamic design are operational  acceleration 

index, operational velocity index, gravity load 

index and gradient design indices for operational 

acceleration index and operational velocity index. 

The indices obtained from the dynamic models of 

Eqs. (14) and (15) represent operational velocity 

and acceleration capacity, gravity load magnitude 

on actuators and uniformity of the index's distri- 

bution over the workspace, respectively. 

Operational acceleration index is considered 

first, it is defined as the maximum eigenvalue of 

[I$~], and quoted as k,. [I*~] is function of  

manipulator  configuration, and At is local value 

that varies as the configuration changes. So the 
global operational acceleration index is defined 

to represent the overall acceleration capacity 

throughout the workspace. The global design 

indices are used in optimization procedure to 

reflect global dynamic characteristics into the 

design. The global operational acceleration index 

is defined as the average of the A1's over the entire 

workspace, and is defined as 

frA d W l A,= f (,9) 

where IV denotes the workspace area. Note that 

the larger ,4t, the larger actuating force is needed 
for a given unit operational acceleration. There- 

fore, zL should be minimized. 

Second design index is operational velocity 

index that is related to the velocity capacity of the 

manipulator.  This index is obtained from [Pc,*,~] 

that has two phmes for a two degree-of-freedom 

system. The operational velocity index is defined 

as the average of the maximum eigenvalues for the 

two planes o f [  p,*,,]. 

1 2 
At = ~-~l(A,)max~ . (20) 

where (Ai)m~x is the maximum eigenvalue of ith 

plane of [P,b~]. At is also local value, so the 

global index is needed to be defined. The global 

operational velocity' index is defined as the aver- 

age of  Ap's over the workspace. 

Apd W 

A p =  -/~ d iV (21) 

The larger Ap, the larger actuating force is needed 

for a given unit operational velocity. Consequent- 

ly, Ap should be minimized. 

The third design index represents the magni- 

tude of  gravity load exerted on the actuators, and 

the gravity load index is defined as the 2-norm of  

gravity load vector, quoted as r,.. The global 

gravity load index is defined as the maximum 

value of rr throughout the workspace, and is 

given as the form of  following infinity norm 

w 

Tc = {~(rc)~} ~/~ (22) 

Note that the larger z-v, the larger actuating force 

is needed to withstand the gravity load on the 

actuators. Therefore, T~; should be minimized. 

Other two design indices are gradient prop- 
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erties for A~ and 2,,. The values of,q~ and 2~, vary 

as the manipulator configuration changes, and 

gradient design index represents the change rate 

of the local design index. Gradient  design index 

should be considered in order for the given 

dynamic design indices to be evenly distributed 

throughout the workspace. The procedure to 

evaluate the gradient design index is given as 

follows. First, the workspace is divided into rec- 

tangular meshes with 0.1 m interval in this work, 

and local gradient design index is defined as the 

difference between the design indices obtained at 

adjacent two points. The maximum value of the 

local gradient design indices throughout the 

workspace is defined as the global gradient design 

index. The global gradient design index for 21 is 

defined as 

W 

A~--('Y], [ A~[=) 'i= (23) 

where ,~] denotes the local gradient design index 

for 2~- In a similar fashion, the local gradient 

design index for ,q,, is denoted as A,~, and its 

global gradient design index is defined as 

W 

A e ~  I A~] ~)"~ (24) 

The smaller the global gradient design indices, 

the better uniformly distributed the dynamic 

performances throughout the workspace. So, the 

global gradient design indices should be minim- 

ized. 
In order to cope with multi-criteria based 

design, we employ a concept of dynamic compos- 

ite design index. Various design indices 

introduced above are usually incommensurate 

concepts due to differences in unit and physical 

meanings, and therefore should not be combined 

with normalization and weighting functions 

unless they are transferred into a common 

domain. As an initial step to this process, prefer- 

ential information should be given to each design 

parameter and each design index. Then, each 

design index is transferred to a common prefer- 

ence design domain which ranges from zero to 

one. Here, the preference given to each design 

criterion is very subjective to the designer. Prefer- 

ence can be given to each criterion by weighting. 

This provides flexibility in design. For  A~, the 

best preference is given the minimum value, and 

the least preference is given the maximum value of 

the criterion, the design index is transferred into 

common preference design domain as below. 

( A l ) . . . . . .  - i'1~ 

where ' - - '  implies that the index is transferred 

into the common preference design domain. Since 

the rest of indices mentioned are also in favor of 

minimum value, ~'1~,, T~., A~, and ~pC: are obtained 

by the same fashion of  Eq. (25}. The decision of 

the preference level on the maximum and mini- 

mum values of each design index is subject to the 

designer's choice. 
A set of optimal design parameters is obtained 

based on max-min principle of fuzzy theory (Klir 

and Folger, 1988). Initially, the minimum values 

among the design indices for all set of design 

parameters are obtained, and then a set of  design 

parameters, which has the maximum of  the mini- 

mum values, is chosen as the optimal set of design 

parameters. Based on this principle, the dynamic 

composite design index (DCDI) is defined as the 

minimum value of the above mentioned design 

indices at a set of design parameters, and is given 

a s  

DCI)I=[(A~)  ~, (A~) ~, ITS) ~, (A~c) ~, 
(A~;) ~ (26) 

The upper Greek letters (a, /3, eIc.) represent 

the degrees of weighting, and usually large value 

implies large weighting. In general, the value of 

weighting is determined based on fuzzy measure 

such as normal, very, more or less, absolutely, and 

so on. Though those fuzzy measures can be defuz- 

zified as crisp values very subjectively, the follow- 

ing cases have been employed; normal is equiva- 

lent to 1, very is equivalent to 2, more or less is 

equivalent to 0.5, absolutely is equivalent to oo, 

and so on (Klir  and Folger, 1988). In order to 

evenly satisfy the several design objectives for all 

design indices, all of the weighting factors are set 

to 1.0. Now, a set of  optimal design parameters is 

chosen as the set that has the maximum DCDI 
among all DC'I)I's calculated for all set of design 

parameters. 
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5. Optimal Dynamic Design 

Mass of  link, posit ion of  mass center, mass 

moment  of  inertia, etc. can be cited as dynamic 

design parameters of  manipulator .  Figure 3 shows 

three dynamic parameters of  the robot  module.  In 

this paper, the dynamic design parameters are mj, 

r~ and r2. We assume that the links of  the manipu-  

lator  have the shape of  hol low cone and have 

uniform mass density. Variat ions of  ;-1 and ;~ 

result in the change of  mass moment  of  inertia 

and the position of  mass center (L~.) of  each link. 

Three  constraints for rl and ~ are given as 

VI @ R I - - 0 - 1 0  D7 (27) 

;~+R~--O.IO m (28) 

0.03 m ~ r ~ . r 2  <0.07 m (29) 

R~ and L ~  decrease as r, increases, and this 

t ransi t ion results in the reduct ion of  the gravity 

and inertial loads exerted on the actuators. The 

mass moment  of  inertia with respect to mass 

center is maximum when r,  is equal  to R,, and 

decreases as the difference between r,  and tr 

increases. Dynamic characteristics of  the manipu-  

lator  will  also vary by changing the ratio between 

t.nj and m2, under the fol lowing constraint  equa- 

t ions 

~nl + m2 -- ;,~z~o,;l : 15.0 leg (30) 

4.0 kg-<~l~Zl~ 11.0 k'/4 (31) 

A small m~ results in a large m2, and conse- 

quent ly  large actuator capacity is needed to 

withstand the increased inertial load. The data for 

Eqs. (27)~(31)  are chosen from KIRO-4 robot 

(Lee, et. al., 1993) which was developed in the 

Depar tment  of  Mechanica l  Engineer ing  at 

K A I S T  (Korea Advanced Institute of  Science and 

Fig. 3 Dynamic pararneters of the robot module 

Fig. 4 Kinematic parameters of the kinematically 
optimized manipulator (Unit : meter) 

Technology) .  

The  kinematic opt imizat ion  for this manipula-  

tor was performed by present authors (Lee, et. al., 

1994). The kinematic parameters obtained from 

the kinematic  opt imizat ion  procedure are used in 

the dynamic  opt imizat ion.  Kinematic  dimensions 

of  the manipula tor  is shown in Fig. 4. Note that 

Table 1 Inertial parameters of the maniulator 

Design Cases 
Dynamic Design Parameters 

Dll  7"1 t"2 

Dynamically 
8.00 ks{ 0.050 m 0.050 ;n 

Nonoptimized Case 

Dynamically 
11.00 kL~ 0.070 ;n ' 0.031 m 

Optimized Case 
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the shape of the two links is cylindrical in optimal 

kinematic design. 
To deal with a nonlinear optimization with 

constraints, three numerical methods are used. 

The exterior penalty function method is employed 

to transform the constrained optimization prob- 

lem into an unconstrained optimal problem. Next, 

Powell's method is applied to obtain an optimal 

solution for the unconstrained problem, and 

quadratic ;nterpolation method is utilized for 

uni-directional minimization (Yuan-Chou, 1985). 

The optimization results for this design are 

shown in Table I. The shape of the dynamically 

optimized manipulator is shown in Fig. 5. 

The result of the dynamic optimization is 

evaluated by two ways. Initially, the trends of 

dynamic design indices are observed in order to 

show how much the dynamic performances can 

be improved. It is seen from Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 the 

magnitudes of the first three dynamic indices 

resulting from the dynamic optimization have 

been decreased throughout workspace, as compar- 

ed to those of dynamically nonoptimized case. In 

these contour plot, X coordinates indicates hori- 

zontal position in the workspace and Y coordi- 

nates cooresponds to vertical position. The 

curved lines connects the points have the same 

value of the index, so the index value changes 

rapidly as the configuration varies in where an 

interval between lines is narrow. Reversely, where 

(a) Operational acceleration index 

(b) Operational velocits, index 

Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of the dynamically optim- 
ized manipulator 

Fig. 6 
(c) Gravity load index 

Distribution of the dynamic design index 
over the workspace for kinematically optim- 
ized manipulator 
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(a) Operational acceleration index (a) Maximum load handling capacity 

(b) Operational velocity index 
(b) Maximum hand velocity 

Fig. 7 

(c) Gravity load index 

Distribution of dynamic design index over 
the workspace for dynamically optimized 
manipulator 

(c) Maximum hand acceleration 

Fig. 8 Operational performance distribution of the 
kinematically optimized manipulator 
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(a) Maximum load handling capacity 

(a) Maximum load handling capacity 

(b) Maximum hand velocity 

(b) Maximum hand velocity 

Fig. 9 

(c) Maximum hand acceleration 

Operational performance distribution of the 
dynamically optimized manipulator 

Accelerotion ( m/s2 ) 

(C) Maximum hand acceleration 

Fig. 10 Enable wokspace area for 1he operational 
performance (- - - : dynamically nonoptim- 
ized case; ..... : dynamically optimized case) 
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an interval is wide, the index is changeless. The 

shape of distribution for each dynamic index does 

not change, but the amount of reduction is about 

from 10% through 20%. This denotes the enhance- 

ment of the dynamic characteristics of the manip- 

ulator. 

Secondly, three operational performances are 

adopted to evaluate the dynamic performances of 

this manipulator. They include maximum load 

handling capacity, maximum hand velocity, and 

maximum hand acceleration (refer to Appendix 

for the detailed descriptions). Given the sizes of  

all system actuators as 100.0 N,  dynamic pertbr- 

mances of dynamically optimized case are 

compared to those of dynamically nonoptimized 

case. It is observed from Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 that the 

magnitude of all three-operational performances 

have been increased throughout the workspace. 

This denotes the enhancement of dynamic perfor- 

mances resulting from the inclusion of dynamic 

optimization. In order to clearly distinguish the 

differences between the two cases, each dynamic 

performance is analyzed through an area-based 

plot. It is shown from Fig. 10 that the dynami- 

cally optimized case has more areas with higher 

payload than the kinematically optimized case 

has. The same trends can be observed for the 

operational hand velocity and operational hand 

acceleration. 

6. Conclusion 

In this study, a robot module that resembles the 

musculoskeletal structure of human upper limb is 

proposed to utilize the advantages of redundant 

actuation system. To maximize the advantages, 

the optimal dynamic design for the two degree- 

of-freedom anthropomorphic robot module with 

redundant actuators is pertbrmed. Five dynamic 

design indices representing the dynamic character- 

istics of the manipulator  are introduced. The 

design indices are operational acceleration index, 

operat ional  velocity index, gravity design index 

and gradient design indices for operational accel- 

eration index and operational velocity index, and 

they are defined from the dynamic modeling 

equation of the robot  module. To deal with a 

Yi and Yoon Keun Kwak 

multi-criteria based design, a concept of compos- 

ite design index based on max-min principle of 

fuzzy theory is employed. 

As the result of  dynamic optimization, we 

obtain a set of dynamic parameters, representing 

optimal mass distribution of the manipulator. In 

order to show the enhancement of the dynamic 

perlbrmances, the trends of the dynamic design 

indices and three operational dynamic perfor- 

mances are observed for both the dynamically 

optimized case and dynamically nonoptimized 

case. it is shown that the dynamic optimization 

provides a notable enhancement in dynamic per- 

formances, as compared to the case of kinematic 

optimization only. We concludes that the 

dynamic optimization of manipulator should be 

recognized as another significant procedure to 

enhance the overall operational performances of 

manipulators. The algorithm introduced in this 

work can also be applied to the design of general 

robotic manipulators. 
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Appendix 

Maximum Load Handling Capacity is defined 

as the maximum load that can be applied to the 

end-effector in an3, direction without exceeding 
actuation limit o f  any actuator (Lee, et. al., 

1995 ). 
The limits on the driving force 7~,, at the j~th 

actuated joint are given as 

" I ' M  @ � 9  G 
( ~'Q4n)mIn -- 1.4,l  7 1 , ,  

(7A,)  ..... = T,i~, + 7;[;, (AI)  

where �9 ,M 71,, is the actuation limit at the ~zth 

actuator and 7".(~, is the gravity load at the t.zth 

actuated joint. The relationship between TA,~ and 

T,, is obtained from Eq. (10) as 

.4,-- t A J:, T,  (A2) 

~/ t  /1 where [GA]:, is the j~th column vector of [GA]. 

Now, we want 7;~ which simuhaneously satisfies 

the constraint Eq. (A2) and minimize I[ T, [12, 
defined as 

[[ T,  ]12=( T,r[ W] r~) a'2 (13)  

where [ W] is a weighting matrix. Finally, maxi- 

mum allowable load is obtained as below. 

( T , , )  ...... 
"* lL F )" 1 U =(7;~,,)~,~t([GA],,[B] [GA]:,,)w_, (14)  

where (7;v,L~ is given as 

( "L~,~)~,~ 
---min{ I (Z,,,),,~, l, 1(75,,,) ....... [} (A5) 

The above results must be evaluated for ~ z  I, 

2,...,6. The smallest for the values of ( "/;~)m,• is 

defined as the maximum load handling capacity. 

Maximum H a n d  V e. loci ty)s  defined as the 
smallest maximum velociO' magnitude at the 

end-effector such that none o f  actuation limits 
are exceeded regardless o f  the direction o f  the 
velocity vector, when the acceleration at the 

end-effector is zero (Lee, et. al., 1995). 

When // is zero, the inertial tbrce at the nth 

actuated joint  is obtained from Eq. (16), as 

7~.,~: = ti; [P~',,]n.:ti (A6) 

p *  p*  where [ a , , ]  .... is the ~zth plane of [ .4,,1]. ] h e  

magnitude of U is defined as 

~? II til]~ = (u~ [IV]U) 1~' (17)  

Then, the ratio between 7[.,, and zi can be 

represented as tBIlow's. 

(A ' ~ 7;,;~ e ' [ W ]  ~[P2~.],.:e 

< ( & )  ..... (A8) 

where e is a unit vector, and (A,,)~m and (2,)m,x 
are the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of 

symmetric matrix of Eq. (A9), respectively. 
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1 1 * + ~-[ W]-  ([P~u]~:: [P~u,~] T) (A9) 

Therefore, the maximum velocity is obtained as 

: {  min( (T~)mm (TA,,)m.x'~l l/z (AIO) 

(Z2)m~• must be evaluated for each actuated 
joint and the smallest value of  them is defined as 
the maximum hand velocity. 

Maximum Hand Acceleration is defined as the 

smallest maximum acceleration magnitude at the 

end-effector such that none o f  actuation limits 

are exceeded regardless o f  the direction o f  the 

acceleration vector, when the velocity at the 

end-effector is zero (Lee, et. al., 1995). 
When u is zero, the inertial force at the nth 

actuated joint is obtained from Eq. (16) as 

TA~ =[I2~]~; K (A l l )  

where [l~u]n, is the nth row vector of  [IA*~]. 
Employing the same algorithm as the load hadl- 
ing capacity, the maximum acceleration at the 
end-effector is obtained as 

(ii)ma• 
=(TA~)ext{[12,~]n:[W]-~[I2u]~;} -1/z (A12) 

(ff)ma• must be evaluated for each actuated 
joint and the smallest value of  them is defined as 
the maximum hand acceleration. 


